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Abstract-Social media and easy internet access have allowed the 

instant sharing of news, ideas, and information on a global scale. 
However, rapid spread and instant access to information/news 

can also enable rumors or fake news to spread very easily and 

rapidly. In order to monitor and minimize the spread of fake 

news in the digital community, fake news detection using Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) has attracted significant attention. In 

NLP, different text feature extractors and word embeddings are 

used to process the text data. The aim of this paper is to analyze 

the performance of a fake news detection model based on neural 

networks using 3 feature extractors: TD-IDF vectorizer, Glove 

embeddings, and BERT embeddings. For the evaluation, multiple 

metrics, namely accuracy, precision, F1, recall, AUC ROC, and 

AUC PR were computed for each feature extractor. All the 

transformation techniques were fed to the deep learning model. It 

was found that BERT embeddings for text transformation 
delivered the best performance. TD-IDF has been performed far 

better than Glove and competed the BERT as well at some stages. 

Keywords-fake news; natural language processing; feature 

extractors; deep learning 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Due to the easy and excessive use of the internet and the 
incremented use of social media, the probability of fake news 
circulation is increased. This has impacted the trust on news 
from the media nowadays specially since the 2016 US 
elections. Authors in [1] conducted a survey in which they 
found that global trust on the news from the media of different 
countries ranged from 23% to 62%. The big challenge for the 

researchers is to encounter this problem and provide a feasible 
solution. The main aspects of this problem are the fact that the 
same sources may provide both fake and real news, the 
language used can be deceiving, and biasness of the dataset and 
machine learning models may occur. Also, due to advancement 
of Artificial Intelligence applications in natural language 
generation has brought considerable negative impact when 
used in generating fake news. 

In [2], news sources were under consideration instead of 
single articles. The idea is based on the frequency of the news 
sources providing fake news. The more the frequency of fake 
news from a source, the more the chances are that that source 
will provide more fake news in the future. The motive of the 
authors was to build an algorithm that can identify the fake 
news in its source before it spread. In their paper they targeted 
multiple sources such as URLs, twitter accounts, Wikipedia 
pages and articles, and found articles to be more real than the 
other kind of sources. Automatic text generation using 
Artificial Intelligence is also a popular way to spread fake news 
at a fast pace [3].  

Fake news is one of the most difficult and sensitive topics 
in the field of NLP. When dealing with fake news one must 
keep tricky things in mind like the source of the news, the 
language of the news, and its pattern. Different types of text 
transformation techniques, machine learning algorithms and 
state-of-the-art methods have been introduced and applied to 
address this problem. TD-IDF is one of the simplest text 
transformation techniques which transforms each word to a 
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float number as its weight according to the frequency of words 
in documents. This simple technique is very useful when 
working on a simple task. But when encountering a tricky topic 
like fake news detection, TD-IDF can be less effective. To 
encounter the complexity of text-based data in machine 
learning, text transformation techniques, also called as 
embeddings, are developed which deal with the phenomenon of 
the relation of words with respect to their meanings. However, 
TD-IDF was used before the contextual embeddings came out 
and became common. Authors in [4] used TD-IDF vectorizer 
to extract features from news articles. Authors in [5] proposed 
a tool for fake news detection in which they used bag of words, 
bigram frequency, and TD-IDF vectorizer to extract features 
from news articles which were tested with probabilistic 
classification and linear classification. Authors in [6] analyzed 
different machine learning models including Naïve Bayes, 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression and 
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) on a fake news dataset from 
Twitter. They concluded that the Naïve Bayes and SVM are the 
classifiers with the best performance. Ensemble or combination 
of machine learning models is a technique used by researchers 
to deal with complex machine learning tasks. Authors in [7] 
analyzed different ensembles of different machine learning 
models and finally came with the an ensemble of Decision 
Tree, Logistic Regression, Bagging Classifier used with hard-
voting ensemble technique which gave accuracy of 88%. For 
other NLP tasks, ensemble techniques give nice results. 
Authors in [8] used the ensemble technique to improve the 
translation quality from English to Hindi and used 6 different 
machine translation engines.  

For NLP problems, neural networks provide a great range 
of algorithms to process and learn on sequence-based or textual 
data. Dense, RNN, LSTM, 1D-Convolutional (Conv1d) and 
GRU layers are being used in processing of textual or 
sequence-based data. Authors in [9] used convolutional neural 
networks to build a model that can classify the Arabic text. 
Authors in [10] used convolutional layers and bidirectional 
RNNs on large movie review and sentiment treebank datasets. 
Embeddings do not consist a feasible solution for every text-
based problem, as there are two kinds of texts, static and 
context-based and so there should be two kinds of embeddings. 
Thus, the contextual embedding has been developed which 
works well on the text data having context with respect to 
every word. This paper discusses and analyzes different word 
transformation algorithms on fake news datasets using deep 
learning for each word transformation technique. It covers 
some well-known word transformation techniques such as 
BERT [11], Glove [12] and TD-IDF [13]. The main objective 
of this paper is to analyze whether contextual embeddings 
outperform the static word transformation techniques or not. 

II. THE DATASETS 

Two balanced datasets openly available on Kaggle were 
used. Both datasets contain both true and false news about 
western politics and international issues. The first dataset [14] 
contains 6335 articles about different topics mostly on politics 
and has 3164 fake and 3171 true articles and the second [15] 
contains 20,800 articles of the same nature with 10,387 fake 
articles and 10,413 valid articles (Figure 1). In both datasets, 

article text was only analyzed and the other columns were 
dropped to avoid probability of false pattern learning and to 
reduce computational cost while training the model. For both 
datasets, train/test ratio was 80/20 and from the train data, 10% 
was kept for validation to monitor the model behavior during 
training.  

 

 
Fig. 1.  Pictorial presentation of the used datasets 

III. METHODOLOGY AND FEATURE EXTRACTORS 

The objective of this study is to analyze the performance of 
3 feature extractors, BERT embedddings, Glove embeddings 
and TD-IDF vectorizer using ANNs on two fake news datasets. 
The ANN model contains two dense hidden layers and an 
output layer with 8, 16 and 1 neuron(s) respectively. The 
feature extractors were chosen because they cover all broader 
classes of text feature extractors. The old fashioned TD-IDF 
vectorizer computes the word count (frequency) of a word, 
Glove is a static embedding context-independent method which 
works on the principle of computing the similarity between 
words according to their semantics, and BERT is a contextual 
embedding model which does not just compute the similarity 
between words but takes care of the context in which a specific 
word is used, since the word's meaning may be varied 
according to the context. ANNs were used as classifiers due to 
their ability to handle efficiently large datasets in comparison 
with other machine learning models. Other ANN types (LSTM, 
RNN, etc.) were not used, since, in this paper, the analysis of 
feature extractor has not been conducted on the basis of 
different ANN models. Also, a simple ANN requires less 
computational time. The BERT model was itself quite heavy. 
For extracting features of our dataset from Glove and TD-IDF, 
a personal I7 laptop with 8GB RAM was used. Feature 
extraction and model training took hardly 2-3 minutes for TD-
IDF and 4-5 minutes for Glove. However, for BERT the 
required computational power surpassed the available 
resources, as feature extraction requires very high 
computational power. For BERT, the cloud-based Kaggle 
platform was utilized, which offers free GPU and TPU usage 
for higher computational tasks. For this task 15 GB GPU and 
16 GB RAM were used to extract the features and pass to the 
ANN classification model which took about 28 minutes in total 
for each dataset.  

This study was carried out using Python language and its 
available tools. The datasets were loaded from Kaggle, then 
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they were split into train and test groups with 80/20 ratio. The 
feature extractors were applied on each dataset and the output 
was fed to the ANN model. We used Sklearn library to 
implement the TD-IDF vectorizer and Keras for the 
implementation of the ANN model having TensorFlow at the 
backend. We used built-in functions in Sklearn for the 
evaluation of the models trained on each feature extractor for 
both datasets. Accuracy, precision, recall, F1, AUC ROC and 
AUC PR score were computed for both datasets using all three 
feature extractors to compare their performances. The 
flowchart of the process from dataset loading to the final 
evaluation is given in Figure 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Flowchart of ANN model analysis for 3 feature extractors. 

A. TD-IDF Vectorizer 

TD-IDF vectorizer is one of the simplest techniques to 
transform text into numerical values which can be fed to a 
machine learning model for processing. It statistically 
computes and finds the relevancy of a word from a document 
in other documents. It is computed by multiplication of two 
metrics: how often a word appears in a document and how rare 
it appears in other documents. TD-IDF vectorizer has nothing 
to do with the similarity between words because it is not an 
embedding. It is very commonly used as feature extractor for 
various NLP tasks [16, 17]. 

B. Glove Embeddings 

Glove embedding is an unsupervised model for word 
representation in the form of vectors. These embeddings are 
achieved by mapping words to a meaningful space in which the 
distance between words is related to their semantic meaning. 
Cosine similarity and Euclidean distance are used in Glove 
embeddings to compute the distance between words. Glove 
comes with the advantage that it does not just depend on local 
context (surrounding) information of words but on the global 
co-occurrence of words in a given corpus by creating a co-
occurrence matrix of words in a given corpus unlike Word2Vec 

which relies on local contextual (surrounding) word 
information. Glove embeddings has been used in many text 
problems [18, 19]. Embedding comes in some versions with 
respect to the size of tokens used. We have used a pre-trained 
Glove model with 6 billion tokens, each of 300-dimensional 
vector size. 

C. BERT Embeddings 

Contextual embeddings [20, 21] differ from static 
embeddings like Word2Vec [22] and Glove. These embeddings 
do not just compute the similarity between words which 
similarity in their semantics, but also they compare the context 
as well in which the words are used. They are more efficient on 
contextual problems like sentiment analysis, sentence 
classification, text summarization, etc.. An interesting thing 
about BERT is that it does not just compute words or token 
embeddings, but also sentence embeddings to differentiate the 
sentences and positional embedding of the word in a given 
sequence. These combined embeddings can clearly help 
context each word in a given corpus. Another interesting thing 
in the development of the BERT model is the use of the 
concept of masked language modeling. This means that they 
hid 15% of words and used their positional embeddings to 
address or infer them to make the learning more effective. As a 
result, the BERT model outperformed all state-of-the-art 
existing language models even before its convergence. Authors 
in [23] used a BERT model with Bayesian Network to classify 
text data of people’s livelihood governance. The BERT model 
comes in various versions with respect to the number of layers, 
heads, hidden units, cased, uncased and for languages other 
than English. We used the BERT Base Uncased model with 12 
layers with 768 hidden units, 12 attention heads which has 110 
million learning parameters. 

IV. CLASSIFICATION MODEL AND EXPERIMENTS 

Features from the split data into train and test sets were fed 
to a simple classifier 2-layer feed forward ANN model which 
evaluated each feature extractor (TD-IDF, Glove and BERT). 
The same ANN model was used for all 3 feature extractors’ 
outputs to balance and rationalize the experimental results.  

A. The Artificial Neural Network 

A simple ANN was selected to classify the news in two 
classes (fake and real) after getting the features from all 3 
feature extractors. The ANN contains two hidden dense layers 
having 8 and 16 neurons respectively with a final output layer 
with a single neuron as this is a binary classification problem. 
Relu activation function was used in hidden layers and sigmoid 
in the output layer with Adam optimizer to update the leaning 
weights while training. 

B. Experimental Results 

In this section, the results obtained from the 3 feature 
extractors are analyzed and compared. Accuracy is commonly 
used as an evaluation metric to analyze performance [24]. 
Figures 3, 4 illustrate the obtained results including accuracy, 
precision, and AUC ROC for both datasets. Outperforming the 
TD-IDF and Glove, BERT achieved 96% accuracy on the first 
dataset and 99% accuracy on the second dataset. TD-IDF 
achieved 93% on the first dataset and 96% on the second.  
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In the first dataset, BERT outperformed Glove and TD-IDF 
by 12% and 3% in accuracy. The precisions of BERT and TD-
IDF do not differ much but achieved better by 13% than Glove. 
The AUC ROC scores of TD-IDF and BERT are similar and 
better than Glove. In the second dataset, Glove performed 
better. This time BERT outperformed TD-IDF by 3% as was in 
first dataset and Glove by 7% in accuracy. In precision, BERT 
outperformed Glove and TD-IDF by 7% and 3% respectively, 
and on the AUC ROC score, both BERT and TD-IDF achieved 
3% higher than Glove. The reason because Glove performed a 
bit better in the second dataset (but not better than BERT and 
TD-IDF), is that the second dataset is 3 times the size of the 
first dataset as we implemented an ANN which requires large 
datasets to perform better. All feature extractors’ performances 
are better on the second dataset. The detailed comparisons of 
all discussed evaluation metrics are given in Tables II and II. 

In both datasets, BERT performed better than the other 
feature extractors. TD-IDF also performed well, but Glove 
embeddings did not because the problem at hand is a 
contextual one and Glove computes static embeddings. 
Surprisingly, TD-IDF performed far better than Glove and 
reached BERT's performance at some stage in the first dataset. 
There are 3 explanations for this. The first reason for this 
surprise performance of TD-IDF is that the word length of the 
document for Glove and BERT was fixed. TD-IDF uses all 
words in given documents and normally we do not fix the size 
of TD-IDF word length in its implementation, but for 
embeddings a size must be defined. The second reason is that 
Glove and BERT might have over fit the data as their 
vocabulary size is too large. The third reason may be that signal 
from embeddings is noisy as they have complex architecture in 
their implementation which can cause the model to learn false 
information from the given data during training.  

 
Fig. 3.  Analysis of feature extractors' performance on the first dataset. 

 
Fig. 4.  Analysis of feature extractors' performance on the second dataset. 

TABLE I.  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF FEATURE EXTRACTORS ON DATASET 1 

Feature extractor Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Score AUC ROC score AUC PR score 

BERT 96.37 94.71 98.27 96.46 99.08 98.71 

TD-IDF 93.68 94.85 92.47 93.65 98.70 98.77 

Glove 84.21 81.80 87.31 84.47 84.26 87.67 

TABLE II.  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF FEATURE EXTRACTORS ON DATASET 2 

Feature extractor Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Score AUC ROC score AUC PR score 

BERT 99.23 99.14 99.33 99.24 99.97 99.98 

TD-IDF 96.61 96.71 96.57 96.64 99.46 99.48 

Glove 92.95 92.99 92.94 92.97 92.95 94.73 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

The easy access of social media to everyone has obvious 
advantages but also it has some disadvantages, such as the 
rapid quick spread of fake news. It is a very tedious job to 
check every news item manually, so, in order to overcome this 
problem, researchers are developing algorithms to detect fake 
news automatically. Fake news identification is a contextual 
problem in which the meaning of the same words may be 
different depending on the context. Various feature extractors 
have been built to efficiently solve this problem. In this paper, 
we analyzed two publicly available fake news datasets using 

three different feature extractors: TD-IDF vectorizer, Glove 
static embeddings, and BERT contextual embeddings on the 
fake news datasets and the outputs were fed to an ANN model 
for classification. It was found experimentally that the BERT 
model outperformed the TD-IDF and Glove in both datasets. 
TD-IDF outperformed Glove for both datasets and competed 
well with BERT. 
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